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WHAT IS METAMASK?
MetaMask is a browser plugin that allows users to

make Ethereum transactions through regular

websites. It facilitates the adoption of Ethereum

because it bridges the gap between the user

interfaces for Ethereum (eg. Mist browsers, Dapps)

and the regular web (eg. Chrome, Firefox,

websites).

Now let's have a look at how to install and setup MetaMask. Start by

visiting https://chrome.google.com/webstore/search/metamask.

Click on the Add to button on the right . A dialog box will appear

letting you know what MetaMask will have access to. Select Add
Extension.

An icon will appear in the
upper right hand side of
your browser as displayed
in the image below.

METAMASK
EXTENTSION
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SETTING UP YOUR WALLET
From here you will be presented with two options. If you have an

existing Ethereum wallet you can use the recovery phrase import

or restore your MetaMask Wallet. If you wish to setup a brand

new wallet choose the Create a Wallet option instead. In this

tutorial we are going to create a new wallet. 

You will see the following

screen appear in a new tab.

From here you can click on

the Get Started button as

show in the image on the left. 

GETTING
STARTED
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CREATE A
PASSWORD
Next you will be asked to

setup a password. Be sure

to choose a strong

password and keep this

password somewhere safe.

Confirm the password by

retyping it. From here you

can read through the terms

of use, click the check box

that says you have read

them and click on the

Create button. 

In an effort to improve

MetaMask they may gather

certain usage data. Please

read through this page to

learn more and then select

the I agree button.

USAGE
DATA
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This next part is very important.

You will be given some useful tips

about how to store your

passphrase. This is series of 12

random words that will allow you

to recover your MetaMask wallet

in the event something should

happen such as you deleting your

wallet by mistake. You must keep

your own copy of your

passphrase in a safe place. Do not

take a photo or store it on your

local computer as this could be a

security risk. Without your

passphrase there is Absolutely

No Way to recover your account. 

RECOVERY
PHRASE

You will want to pay close

attention to the different backup

options that are available and

choose the one that you feel the

most comfortable with. 

You can also chose to memorize

your 12 word phrase also know as

a brain wallet but remember if you

forget the passphrase and or loose

your back up your funds

associated with this account will

be Lost Forever. After you have

created your backup click Next. 

CREATE A
BACKUP
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The Next step is to ensure you

have written down your

passphrase properly. On this

screen you will be asked to 

 select the words in the proper

order. Once you have selected all

12 words in the proper order

click on the Confirm button to

contiue. 

CONFIRM
YOUR
PASS
PHRASE

Congratulation your new

MetaMask wallet is now setup.

This page will give you a brief

review of best practices when

securing your MetaMask Wallet

also warning you that no one

associated with the MetaMask

team will be able be able to

recover passphrase (seedphrase)

should something happen to your

your wallet. You alone are

responsible for keeping a copy

your passsphrase and storing it

in a safe place. Now click on the

All Done button as show. 

FINAL STEP 
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METAMAK WEB WALLET
Your new MetaMask wallet supports both a web version as well as a Chrome Extension.

Both versions function pretty much the same but for this tutorial we are going to have a

closer look at the chrome Extension. 

As you can see from the image on

the right the MetaMask Chrome

Extension has more of a mobile app

look and feel to it. on the next page

we are going to walk through the

different functions and features of

MetaMask 

METAMASK
CHROME APP
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MAIN ETHEREUM
NETWORK

The defualt network your MetaMask will

be running on is the Ethereum Main

Network. MetaMask allows users to

switch from the main network to several

test networks. This will be used mostly by

dapp developers and users who are beta

testing diffrent apps on the Ethereum

Blockchain and wish to experiment with

test coins rather than risk their own

Ether than can use the test tokens to

make sure the apps are running properly.

The vast majority of people will never

experiment with test tokens or use one

of the test networks. 

Here we have our wallet Identicon
this can be thought of something
similar to an account avitar. It
serves as a visual representation
of our wallet while protection user
privacy. MetaMask allows users to
have multiple accounts in one
wallet and each new account will
have its own unique identicon. 
 

ETHEREUM
IDENTICON
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MENU BUTTON
By clicking on the Menu button we have

the ability to do several things such as

view more details about our account,

copy our Ethereum wallet address or add

addtional Ethereum tokens associated

with the Ethereum Blockchain. When we

select Details on this page we will be

taken to a new window where we can see

the QR code associated with our

Ethereum wallet. We are also able to

choose an option to view wallet

transaction on the Etherum Blockchain

(Ether Scan) associated with our wallet

address and finally we have the ability

Export our wallet to another Ethereum

wallet ie a hardware wallet or paper

wallet. 
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ADDING
TOKENS
To add a new token to

your account start by

selecting the Add Token

button as show in the

image on the left.

Use the Search box to type in the

name or the token or tokens

trading symbol you wish to add to

your wallet. The token will then

appear in a list below. Select the

token by clicking on it. Scroll to the

bottom of the screen and then

select next. Then select Add

Tokens Your New token will now

be added to your MetaMask wallet.

SEARCH YOUR
TOKEN
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TOKEN
ICON
The Icon in this section

will change depending

on the token you are

working with. As we can

see here we are

currently working with

Ether (ETH) as

represented by the

Ethereum Icon. 

Our wallet will show our account

balance both in Ether as well as the

USD value 

WALLET
BALANCE 
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DEPOSIT
YOUR FUNDS
Click on the Deposit button to add

funds to your wallet. You can add

either Ether or any other

Ethereum Token to your wallet

using the same Ethereum wallet

address. Note only send Ether or

Ethereum tokens the the wallet

address. Sending coins that run on

a different blockchain could result

in a loss of funds. 

You can either scan the qr code if

you are depositing funds from a

mobile device or you can copy your

wallet address if you are depositing

funds from an external wallet such

as a web wallet or hardware wallet.  

SCAN QR
CODE 
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TRANSACTION
HISTORY
Finally we have a history

of all of the transactions

associated with our

account. A time stamp of

all deposits and

withdraws from our

wallet the status of the

transactions as well as

the amount and USD

values. 

Next paste the wallet address which you would like to send funds. 

ETHER SCAN 
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